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We launched our five year Tenant Voice Strategy in May 2020. 
This set out how we would work together with tenants to 
change homes and communities for the better. 

The strategy aims to strengthen:

• our relationship with tenants; 
• tenant influence in decisions that affect them; and 
• oversight arrangements that hold us to account.

The following reports performance against  
the outcome measures agreed with the  
Tenant Voice Steering Group to monitor  
delivery of the strategy. 
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Year One Outcomes 2020/21



OUTCOME 1 

We put things right when 
a tenant or customer 
complains to us
Complaints give us an opportunity to put things right for 
individual tenants and learn lessons that can improve services 
for all tenants. This year we developed a new Redress Policy 
to improve response times and offer more choice on how 
complaints are handled, including when they are escalated  
to investigation and review.

We handled 975 customer complaints  
in the areas of:

Most complaints were 
resolved internally - 
99.6% (971)

76% (736) resolved at the initial stage
Expression of dissatisfaction

Escalation

21% (208) resolved at Stage 1 Investigate 
3% (27) resolved at Stage 2 Review

0.4% (4) were referred to the external Housing Ombudsman 
Service for investigation. Findings were:
•	 1 no service failure or maladministration Anti-Social 

Behaviour (ASB)  

•	 2 service failures (outstanding repairs)

•	 1 maladministration (time to resolve ASB)

More complaints  
were escalated -  
29.4% 

•	 229 complaints out of 779 were escalated to Stage 1 
Investigation since the Redress Policy was launched in 
October 2020. This introduced automatic escalation and 
complainant choice to escalate (compared to 6.8%, 58 out 
of 846 complaints, pre COVID-19 18/19)

•	 31 of these complaints were further escalated to Stage 2 
Review, representing an escalation rate of 13.5% (compared 
to 15.5%, 9 out of 58, pre COVID-19 18/19) 

Complaints were 
resolved faster 

•	 Agreed a solution in 4 days, compared to 10 days last year

•	 Put it right in 16 days, compared to 21 days last year

•	 Completed formal complaints Stage 1 within 12.5 days, 
compared to 16 days last year

•	 Completed Stage 2 reviews within 13 days, compared to 
23 days last year

Customer satisfaction 
with complaints 
handling has improved

Satisfaction has improved by 2% since the Redress Policy was 
launched (from 40% to 42% - 154 respondents). Reasons for 
dissatisfaction related to outcome and communication.

■■		 Repairs 606 (62.2%) 
■■		 Gas servicing and gas repairs 136 (13.9%) 
■■		 Neighbourhood management 60 (6.2%) 
■■		 Property investment works 41 (4.9%) 
■■		 Aids and adaptations 26 (2.7%) 
■■		 Community safety 25 (2.6%) 
■■		 Rent and charges 17 (1.7%) 
■■		 Empty properties (voids) 15 (1.5%) 
■■		 Other areas 49 (5%)

OUTCOMES



2020/21 Year One – Key Achievements
Priority - Community engagement by taking conversations out into the community

RELATIONSHIPS INFLUENCE ACCOUNTABILITY

We identified a wide diversity of voices, 
including key stakeholders and  
young people

 The Redress Policy was 
developed with tenants 
and launched to improve 
the tenant experience of 
complaints handling.

£7,698 supported 12 Tenants 
and Residents’ Associations 
(TARAs) to pay for running 
costs so they could deliver 
COVID safe activities in their 
communities. 

 Involved tenants supported 
the recruitment of the new 
Chair of the Board, asking 
direct questions on how they 
would ensure tenants had a 
voice that was listened to.

£60,343 in ForHousing grants 
supported 110 community 
groups and volunteers to 
deliver activities, benefiting 
1,387 tenants and residents.

95 people took part in our 
Community Conversations - 
with 23 tenants getting involved 
for the first time.

60 stories were shared about 
living in homes and community. 
https://communityreporter.net/
community-conversations

3 local action groups have 
been recruited to develop 
community led projects.

4 local workshops discussed 
what people loved about 
their local area, what they 
would change and how they 
would make the changes. This 
included 15 school pupils at 
Stockbridge Village Primary.

Community Conversations started in July 2020 and engaged 
with tenants, community groups and stakeholders to 
co-produce investment priorities. 

We did a big publicity campaign, including targeted adverts, 
to attract tenants not previously engaged to get involved. 
The following sets out achievements in Year One and plans 
for Year Two. 

 

OUTCOME 2 



2021/22 Year Two – The difference we want to make by what we will do
Priorities - Wider engagement, including in building safety, and stronger tenant oversight

We will recruit a new 
Customer Committee 
as part of our formal 
governance structure.

We will work with tenants 
to undertake ‘Root Cause’ 
exercises to really understand 
the tenant experience of  
(1) damp and condensation and 
(2) lettings, with a commitment 
to improving services.

We will recruit new  
Customer Liaison Officers to 
support tenant engagement in 
Building Safety.

We will offer a new local 
improvement grant, providing 
additional financial resources for 
tenant led local projects. 

We will send a survey to over 5,000 tenants, 
targeting demographics not engaged so far  
(i.e. under 30, full time employee, Black Asian and 
Minority Ethnic (BAME)). 

We will deliver three local events 
to inspire and support the local 
action groups.

We will introduction the Together with 
Tenants Charter. This nationwide initiative 
aims to embed a culture that values the 
voice and experience of tenants and aims 
to strengthen the relationship between 
residents and housing association landlords.

Listening to tenants through 
Community Conversations 
identified the following  
tenant priorities, heavily 
influenced by the  
COVID-19 pandemic. 

Community  
connectivity 

Being listened to and 
offering a wide range 
of information and 

engagement options 

Mental health and 
community spirit, 
building on local 

responses to tackling 
loneliness and isolation 

and food poverty

Digital inclusion  
for all

Local greenspace,  
for health benefits and 
connecting local areas

1 2 3 4 5



88.77%

HIGHER 
SATISFACTION

LOWER 
SATISFACTION

The Tenant Voice through 
satisfaction surveys helped 
us understand the tenant 
experience of services. 

88.77% of respondents were 
satisfied, better than the target 
of 86.5% (4,094 out of 4,612 
surveys)

We collected this through 4,612 third party telephone surveys on 
tenant satisfaction with recent services. 
NPS measures whether tenants would recommend us to others. 

53.7 is our Net Promoter Score (NPS), 
which is classed as a GOOD SCORE, 
better than the target of 47.5  
(3,930 surveys: 66.4 – 12.7)

This feedback identified the following top 5 areas of 
higher and lower tenant satisfaction:

• Staff attitude and behaviour 

• Staff knowledge and ability to offer help 
- particularly income management, new 
tenancies and ASB 

• Quality of repairs and politeness and 
courtesy of operatives 

• Cleanliness and tidiness for repairs  
and servicing 

• Information provided at the  
tenancy sign up

• Communication 

• Arranging follow on repairs 

• Dealing with damp and mould 

• Repeat visits to same repair

• Action to deal with ASB 

Higher levels  
of satisfaction with:

Lower levels  
of satisfaction with:



We improved services in 
response to the tenant voice

We also completed several consultations including the cleaning and 
caretaking services in Stockbridge Village, Knowsley and Supported 
Housing in Fitton Hill, Oldham.

The Tenant Voice through Community Conversations influences how we 
engage with tenants, and is ensuring co-produced local service offers. 
They are also enabling new partnerships to deliver community activities, 
including the development of a new community newsletter. We have also 
been able to recruit more tenants to get involved in engagement options 
and are encouraging individuals to apply for the Customer Committee 
which will have equal status with other governance committees. The Tenant Voice through feedback methods, including complaints and 

surveys, helped us to make 10 improvements, with the top 5 as follows: 

5
You said we need to improve our 
communication with tenants with long 
standing complaints about the repairs service.

We worked with a focus group of 20 tenants who have long standing complaints 
with the repairs service, to hear their stories. We have made changes to the 
communications processes, updated the text message system to ensure these are 
sent out when a repair is booked and working to create an Automated Repairs 
Update System which keeps tenants updated throughout the whole repairs process.

4
You told us we needed to improve the lettings 
experience for care leavers.

We worked with a focus group of 11 care leavers and Salford City Council and made 
changes. We included direct offers of accommodation, support with furnishing and 
decorating, support with how to manage a tenancy and enabled the building of 
relationships with the Housing Officer prior to sign up.

3
You said the condition of the property during 
and after letting was not right.

We now have a staff member to respond to individual tenant repair enquiries and 
chase ups. 

2
You said there were multiple attempts to 
rectify roof leaks.

We reviewed cases of reoccurring roofing repairs and committed to full roof 
replacement if this was needed to resolve issues permanently. 

1
You told us there were delays in window and 
door installations.

We have new contractors with shorter timescales for supplying windows and doors.

OUTCOME 3 



Tenant oversight arrangements 
hold us to account including  
for the delivery of the  
Tenant Voice Strategy

Year Two will strengthen tenant oversight arrangements,  
including oversight of the Tenant Voice Strategy, by the newly 
formed Customer Committee. 

A report with Year One outcomes was shared and signed off  
by Tenant Inspectors on 30th April 2021.

Involved tenants also held us to account 
in the following areas:

OUTCOME 4 

The Tenant Scrutiny Panel 
examined the repairs service and 
found appointments made and 
kept and repairs completed at 
first visit perform well. The Panel 
fed back that issues arise with 
communication when follow on 
works are required. This is why we  
introduced automated updates.

Tenant  
Scrutiny

Five tenants oversaw eight Stage 2 
Panel Hearings and made offers of 
redress and compensation to help 
resolve the complaints.

Complaints  
Panel

Customer Inspectors met quarterly 
to assess whether the 7 Service 
Standards have been met against 
the measures agreed.

Service  
Standards



We publish performance on our website. 

COMPLAINTS 
www.forhousing.co.uk/complaints-how-we-are-performing 

SATISFACTION SURVEYS 
www.forhousing.co.uk/tenant-satisfaction-by-service 

SERVICE STANDARDS 
www.forhousing.co.uk/service-standards-performance-summary 

PERFORMANCE 
www.forhousing.co.uk/our-performance-latest 

CORPORATE PLAN / ANNUAL REPORT 
www.forhousing.co.uk/annual-report-2020---21 

hello@forhousing.co.uk

forhousing.co.uk

0300 123 55 22


